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Experimental evidence of electric inhibition in fast electron penetration
and of electric-field-limited fast electron transport in dense matter
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Fast electron generation and propagation were studied in the interaction of a green laser with solids. The
experiment, carried out with the LULI TW laser~350 fs, 15 J!, usedKa emission from buried fluorescent layers
to measure electron transport. Results for conductors~Al ! and insulators~plastic! are compared with simula-
tions: in plastic, inhibition in the propagation of fast electrons is observed, due to electric fields which become
the dominant factor in electron transport.

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 52.50.Jm, 52.70.La
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Fast electron generation in laser interactions is an imp
tant subject@1–11#, recently rediscovered thanks to develo
ments in short-pulse high-energy lasers, and especially to
‘‘fast ignitor’’ approach to inertial confinement fusio
@12,13#. This is based on decoupling the phases of comp
sion and ignition of the nuclear fuel. In the last phase
high-intensity short-pulse laser is used to generate relativ
electrons which propagate through the compressed cap
and lose their energy, heating the DT fuel to ignition. K
aspects to assess the feasibility of fast ignition are the c
acterization of the electron source~temperature, flux and
spread angle of the electron beam!, and the study of energy
deposition of fast electrons in matter.

Theoretically the last problem has been studied
Deutschet al. @14# using a collisional approach based on t
stopping power formulas developed for dense plasmas
Val’chuk et al. @15#. Another very important aspect influenc
ing fast electron propagation and energy deposition in b
compressed and solid density matter has recently been m
discussed in literature@16,17#, namely, the so called electri
inhibition of propagation.

In other words, the penetration of the fast electrons i
the target sets up huge electric fields~due to electrostatic
charge separation and induction!, which prevent any further
propagation, unless neutralized by a return current of the
background electrons. Although electric inhibition of fa
electron propagation was observed as early as 1982@5#, in
this new high intensity regime it may play a fundamen
role, depending on material conductivity, and even be
major limiting factor in electron propagation. Some indire
indication on electric effects at very high laser intensities
given in the experiment by Keyet al. and Whartonet al.
@11#. Here the laser was focused onto different materials~Cu,
Al, CH! and the observed reduced penetration in plastic
‘‘tentatively’’ ~to use the words of the authors! attributed to
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/5927~4!/$15.00
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electric fields. The limitation in this experiment is that, b
shooting on different materials, the propagation medium a
the electron source are simultaneously changed, wh
makes it difficult to separate propagation effects.

A much clearer and direct experimental evidence of el
tric inhibition of fast electron propagation is given in th
works by Hall et al. @18# and Bataniet al. @19#. Here, pen-
etration of fast electron in cold and in shock compress
plastic targets was compared. The changes in material
ductivity and the reduction in thickness due to the sho
combined to render electric effects negligible in the co
pressed targets.

The experiment presented in this Rapid Communicatio
performed at much higher laser irradiances, which are m
directly relevant for the fast ignition. While electric inhib
tion is also evidenced in our results, the observed behavio
only ascribed to differences in resistivity. Also, we avoid
the problem of Key and Wharton’s papers by usi
multilayer targets: the first layer, where the LULI TW las
was focused, was always Al and the electron source
therefore unchanged. After this, alternatively conductors
insulators were used to compare fast electron propagatio
materials with different electrical properties. We clearly e
denced a different propagation in the two materials withthe
samesource. Finally a regime of electric-field-limited fas
electron-transport is evidenced, in agreement with theoret
works which predict electric field effects to become the m
jor limiting factor in fast electron propagation in the limitin
case of materials with high resistivity and/or low stoppi
power.

Also, this experiment was realized at 2v (l5529 nm)
and low pedestal at intensities up to 231019W/cm2. Thanks
to the very low pulse pedestal, no preplasma, or only a v
short and tenuous one, is expected, so that we can practi
speak about the direct interaction of the~green! laser with a
R5927 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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solid. In these conditions we measured the conversion
ciency and the temperature of the produced fast electron

In the experiment, the high flux laser, delivering'5 J on
target, with a pulse duration of 350 fs and a contrast ra
better than 108, is focused at normal incidence on the mu
tilayered target. The fast electrons are produced in the
1.5 mm Al layer, cross a ‘‘propagation layer’’ alternativel
made of materials with differing electrical properties~CH or
Al !, and finally reach two layers of fluorescent materials~20
mm Mo and 20mm Pd! where they induceKa emission,
depending on their number and residual energy. By vary
the thickness of the propagation layer from shot to shot,
measured the typical penetration range of the electrons in
given material. Ka photons are detected by a charg
coupled-device~CCD! camera outside the interaction cham
ber, facing the target rear side, and used in single hit mod
allow spectroscopic analysis. A final 50mm plastic layer on
the back of the target prevented any spuriousKa emission
due to electrons coming from the interaction zone or th
escaping the target and coming back to the rear side.
CCD was absolutely calibrated with a109Cd source. An x-ray
pinhole camera~with a resolution of 7mm! imaged the focal
spot and CR39 plastic ion track detectors measured the
ergy of the fast ions produced in the interaction.

We carried out two series of shots in which the las
intensity on target was changed by varying its focusing.
the first, the focal spot diameter was'30 mm and the irra-
diance I L'1 – 231018W/cm2, while in the second one i
was <10 mm and I L'1 – 231019W/cm2 ~although in this
case, the precision in the measurement was reduced du
the pin hole camera resolution!. The plastic layer~polyethyl-
ene! had a thickness between 50 and 175mm, while Al was
6 to 37mm thick at low intensity; at higher irradiances the
were respectively 50 to 400mm and 11.5 to 300mm to
match the predicted increased penetration.

The use of two tracer layers is a well established met
in Ka diagnostics which allows a more precise determinat
of the number and energy of fast electrons~e.g., see@20#!.
The ratio ofKa yield of Pd to Mo,a priori independent on
the total energy of fast electrons~as long as only collisiona
effects are considered!, is shown versus the propagatio
layer thickness in Fig. 1; it refers to Al targets atI L'1 – 2
31018W/cm2. Results were compared with simulation
made for different temperatures with thePROPEL Monte
Carlo code, which calculates the energy loss and the ang
scattering of fast electrons as due to collisions with the ta
electrons and ions@21#. Ka yield is calculated taking into
account the target self-absorption. Electrons are injected
pendicularly into the target. The results, however, are q
insensitive to the initial spread if values<30° are used~as
reported in@11,19#!, i.e., scattering in the target dominat
over the initial spread, which is reasonable for our not-to
energetic electrons, and target thickness~as also deduced b
analytical models@22#!. Simulations reproduce experiment
results, within error bars, with temperatures in the ran
175–200 keV. This is consistent with the scaling law by B
et al. @20#. At I L'1 – 231019W/cm2 we found a tempera
ture '400–500 keV, again compatible with Beg’s law ev
if, due to our large experimental error bars, we cannot sp
of precise agreement or exclude other scaling laws@23,24#.

Figure 2 shows the experimental MoKa emission versus
fi-
.
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the propagation layer thickness for both CH and Al targets
1 – 231019W/cm2. Exponential fits to the results, i.e
exp(2R/R0), give a typical value for the experimental pe
etrationR0'230640mm for Al and 180630mm for CH.
The large error bars are due to fluctuations from shot to s
in laser energy, duration, and focalization, but also, we thi
to the very nonlinear aspect of the interaction at such h
laser intensities which, for instance, produces random e
tron jets, as shown in recent works@25–27#. Figure 2 also
shows an exponential interpolation of numerical results fo
400 keV temperature. The numerical result for Al (R0
5235610mm) agrees with the experimental one. The erro
on numerical values are obtained by considering the typ
shot-to-shot fluctuations in laser pulse and how they in
ence electron temperature and range. In the case of pla
there is instead a large discrepancy, the numerical predic
at 400 keV being 690620mm. Therefore fast electron

FIG. 1. Experimental~triangles! and numerical~crosses! ratio of
Pd and MoKa yield ~low intensity case!. Lines are fits to numerica
results, showing a fast electron temperature between 125 and
keV.

FIG. 2. Experimental and numerical results of MoKa yield vs
target thickness atI L51 – 231019 W/cm2. The lines are exponen
tial interpolations of data, indicated by markers, and give for A
penetration depth of 230640mm ~experimental! and 235610mm
~numerical!, while for polyethylene the range is 180630mm ~ex-
perimental! and 690620mm. Error bars on experimental points a
the standard deviation of results~no error if there is only a single
experimental point at the corresponding thickness!.
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propagation in Al is well described by a purely collision
model, while a strong inhibition of penetration is evident
CH.

To understand the results, one must consider the effec
the high electric fields, generated by the fast electrons, wh
inhibit the propagation unless neutralized by a return curr
of the background electrons. Therefore, the response of
target strongly depends on material conductivity. Followi
Bell et al. @16#, the typical penetration rangez0 due to elec-
tric fields alone is

z05331023s6Th
2~ f I 17!

21 mm, ~1!

wheres6 is the conductivity in units 106 (Vm)21, Th is the
fast electron temperature in keV,I 17 is the irradiance on
target in units 1017W/cm2, and f is the fraction of laser en
ergy converted in fast electrons. Bell’s formula can be s
ply obtained by applying energy conservation and equa
the fast electron initial energy ('Th) to the work done by
the electric field (eEz0) and by considering that the electr
field is proportional to the number of produced fast electro
(' f EL /Th). The main distinction between electric and co
lisional effects is that the energy loss in the first case
directly proportional to target thickness, while in the latter
areal densityrx. Hence, the use of targets of different de
sities and electrical properties is a good way to test elec
versus collisional effects in fast electron propagation.

Bell’s model is a simple analytical 1D model, but it can
least be used to give a qualitative but meaningful explana
of the ongoing physics. A more precise, 2D, modelization
our experiment can be obtained by using the computer c
developed by Davieset al. @17# and already used in@19# to
explain results obtained in@18#. A critical issue for the mod-
elization is the choice of target conductivity. Here we ha
used a fit to Milchberg’s data@17,28,29# for Al, and a simple
semiclassical heuristic model for plastic, which is describ
in detail in @19# ~we note, however, that CH electric condu
tivity at the temperatures we reach in our conditions h
never been measured up to now!.

Our Al results imply thatz0@Rcoll , which is indeed found
by inserting our experimental parameters in the formula

FIG. 3. Experimental and numerical results for MoKa yield at
I L51 – 231018 W/cm2. The interpolation give for Al a penetratio
of 60620mm ~experimental! and 70610mm ~numerical!, while
for polyethylene the range is 220650mm ~experimental! and 350
610mm. Error bars as in Fig. 2.
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z0 and considering the Al room temperature conductiv
@s053.73107 (Vm)21#. An additional problem is the tar
get heating due to fast electrons. In a very simple way,
considering the volume crossed by fast electrons@22# and an
average energy deposition, it is possible to evaluate an
temperature of a few eV due to such effect. In this tempe
ture range, Al conductivity decreases due to quantum effe
although the obtained value is still compatible with our r
sults.

The situation is more complex for CH targets. The co
ductivity of cold plastic@s510211(Vm)21# implies a non-
realistically low penetration. Hence, an insulator to cond
tor phase transition which produces free electrons that
available for the return current is essential to explain f
electron penetration. This is due both to target heating
duced by fast electrons and to electric breakdown of pla
~the space charge electric field quickly overcomes that
breakdown by several orders of magnitudes!. Although the
average temperature reached in plastic is of the same o
than in Al, we can infer that electric field effects will rema
more important in CH. Also, one must consider that tar
heating will have opposite effects on Al and CH conducti
ties, the first being reduced with time as temperature goe
~but keeping quite high values!, while the second increase
starting practically from zero.

Figure 3 shows the experimental MoKa yields versus
thickness for low intensity (1 – 231018W/cm2). The nu-
merical predictions are 70610mm for Al and 350610mm
for CH for a temperature of 175 keV while the experimen
results are 60620mm and 220650mm, respectively. At
low intensity, CH results are obtained by fitting a smal
data set which implies larger error bars.

Again, we see that collisional numerical results for Al a
in agreement with experiment, within the error bars, wh
they do not match for CH. With respect to the high intens
case, the experimental penetration in CH is not shorter,
about the same, if not increased. This is a paradox due to
higher electron temperature and can only be explained w
electric inhibition, in qualitative agreement with Eq.~1!,
where the range is inversely proportional to intensity. Also
collisional explanation must be ruled out in plastic, since
would imply nonrealistically low fast electron temperatur
of '80 keV, in complete disagreement with Al results~the
temperature is expected to be the same!, and with all pub-
lished scaling laws@20,23,24#. Furthermore, CR39 data sho
that the energy of fast ions is the same with CH and
targets, which again implies the same electron tempera
@20#.

Simulations performed with the code of Davieset al. @17#
to take into account electric effects give a penetration ra
5200mm in Al and 175mm in CH at high intensity~417
keV!. At low intensity~193 keV! we found 63mm for Al and
161mm for CH. The agreement in CH is only qualitative b
this is not a serious problem due to the large uncertainty
plastic conductivity.

Finally, it is possible to useKa yields to obtain the effi-
ciency of energy conversion in fast electrons. The exp
mentalKa yield must be corrected by considering the CC
collection solid angle, the transmittivity to x-rays of the win
dows before the CCD and the target self-absorption ofKa
photons. Hence, we could match the experimental value
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code predictions~as already done in Figs. 3 and 4! by assum-
ing a conversion factor f '1565% at I L51 – 2
31018W/cm2 and f '2565% at I L51 – 231019W/cm2.
We also considered only 50% of the laser energy to be c
tained in the focal spot~this is a reasonable assumption, al
made by other authors@11,20#, but not directly measured in
our experiment!. Thus there is a non-negligible increase
conversion efficiency with intensity. This implies a strong
inhibition at higher intensities in CH; in fact, in Eq.~1! the
range is also inversely proportional to the conversion fac
~in Al propagation is always dominated by collisions!.

In conclusion, the different behavior of plastic and me
targets gives a direct and clear experimental evidence
electric-field inhibition of fast electron propagation in den
matter. In aluminum the large number of background el
trons rapidly neutralizes the electric field and inhibition is
first approximation negligible. In plastic the electric respon
of matter is weaker instead, which leads to inhibition and
A
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a penetration shorter than predicted by collisional mod
From a theoretical basis we do not exclude an influence
electric fields in Al; however, this is far less important an
falls within our experimental error bars. Also, we show ho
in plastic targets the penetration does not increase~actually,
within our error bars, it slightly decreases! when the electron
energy is increased. This is in complete disagreement w
the prediction of collisional models and can only be justifi
on the basis of electric-field effects, or, in very simple a
qualitative terms, by the use of Bell’s formula@16#. This
gives evidence of a regime of electric-field-limited fas
electron-transport in dense matter.
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